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Ingo Siegner, born in 1965,
studied history and French,
and spent two years in
France as an au pair and as a
student. He also trained as a
bank clerk. He is an
autodidact who always
carries his paints with him.
He has been writing and
drawing for his neighbours'
children for years and loves
to read them stories. His
little dragon Coconut is one
of the best-known children's
book characters in
Germany. The books about
the little fire-breathing
dragon have been
translated into many
languages. His stories about
Meerkat Gustav and Eliot
and Isabella are also very
popular with children. Ingo
Siegner is a freelance writer
and illustrator and lives in
Hanover with his wife.
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Where did real North American Indians live? And where do
they still live today? What are the names of the various tribes?
Do all Indians live in tents? How old are Indian children when
they get their first horse? When do they first go on a bison
hunt? These are just some of the questions the little dragon
Coconut, guzzle guts dragon Oscar and porcupine Mathilda
want to find the answers to, and so they go and visit the little
Indian girl, Wild Bumble Bee, again. Here in this book they
have noted down for Coconut fans everything they have
learned.
• Facts presented in a playful and easy-to-understand way
• Top topic for children age 6 and up: North American Indians
• With numerous relevant illustrations and Coconut images
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